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Rt. 8, Frederick, Hd. 21701 
301/473-6186 
August 19,1972 

vear Dr. irk, 

i welcome your letter of the 16th, which came this morning. Aside from not being able 
to afford a phone cali, i have other purposes in writing. 

  

   

  

   
   

  

I am concerned about our medical care, not my own alone. Therefore, vrior to: pedting 
fr 2 you and Dr, Patterson, i would appreciate a roview of ny wife's records with regard 

er headaches, as i shall explain. 

This meeting can be almost any time at your convenience. £ would vrefer that it be 

as earlyms in the morning as your schedules permit so i can use the reet of the day-in 
¥ashington for other purposes. As of now the only oxceptions ere Yednesday mornings, 

when we meet locally with Dr. Ballantine, ands an as-yet unset date about the time 
the Jewish holidays. These begin September 9 and we will. have to be out of the area: for’ 
a tombstone unveiling. 

  

As I recall them, ny wife's headaches are of two different periods and types. “ong 
ago they were dlagmosed as migraine. Cutside of CHA she received the abtention that ended 
them, Thereafter, at a date I cannot vinpoint, aprarently different kinds of headaches 
began troubling her. Neither of us can recs any real eftort + to isolate any poysical 
causes and we are both aware they can have other causes. I'd be surprised if they do not, 
but I do believe this does not eliminate the need to exclude physical causation, 

it wes in about 1959 that Dr.Crowell, then on the CHA staff, told’ny wife to stop 
working regularly. 1 am fairly confident that her records should show the beginning of 
the persisting heackes prior to that and perhaps in his records. If in no other way,. perhaps 
prescriptions will show this. 

Hy wife cannot be of much help in this for severel reasonse i have reported ene, but 
nobody has expressed or shown any interest in it. She has only selective recollection, which 
has been true for some time, What «he regards, aéxtl yy or wronsly, as medical indifference, 

is among the factors that has undermined her faith in doctorse and one of the consequences 
of this is that she is depressed and without faith, hence doesn't really comumicate with 
then. She has not always been able to, as I have reported, and ny efforts to Pili the poid 
have been guite clearly unwelcome. 

Having the records examined in this way can have other and imediste values if I 
correctly understand what hes come uz in therapy. I believe a dependable isolation of . 
this alone can also be of value to our lawyer and I think it could be helpful to the 
therapiste The same is true of prescriptions for hormones, which should be easily tabulated 
if and when you have the records examined.on the headaches. She used them to two forms, as 
an ointment and orally. They were prescribed a little earlier, If you are: prepared tooo 
consider a laynen's opinion, I think the reflection of the absence of use night be “oP some 
interest and significance in therapy. I believe my lawyer should have this for whatever: 
use ray oventuate.' 

  

   

    

  

    

    

Ry wife has developed an attitude I hope you will beer in mind whether or no’: you: 
believe me that can be deceptive in any aa search. I an confident thet when she sewa doce 
tor and was asked how she felt, she said something like she felt the sane as usual Or Oeke 
I imow oF cases when she did aporoxinately this when it obviously couldn't have been: ‘true 
L believe a without proting the doctors ney well heve assumed sho felt and was welt 
when she re wasn't and dicn't feel well, If I am correct, comparison of such roports” 
with aioseriinttons ray, 1 believe, be informative,



_Prior to receiving sou Letter my wite asked ine to make €2 appointment ? 
see Dr, Setting. It would be convenient for us and would result in’a saving it ‘UGH ali 

ap.intnent can coincide fairly closely with our meeting. it mignt save us a trip to 

tiashingt ONe 

Lam aware of the distinction you make in using the word "somatic". This has for some 

time been one of my concerns about which + most recantly sought and have not yet received 

help, beginning about April. I am well aware that some of these things may not be somstics. 
hence wonder how the unprepared patient can distinguish between the two, one of the: 
consequences of witch could be ignoring somatic symptoms should they develop. 

     

   

    
   

In this same area and tributing to perhaps needless apprehension is failure to: 
counicate diagnoses to use limitieg this to the somatic, for GHA never told either'of. 

ns that any degree of anxiety or anything alse of a psychiatric nature had ever been 

diacnoseds in referring to the review of my records you do not address this pointy. uuhich 
I em sure I raised in at least one connection, a nedical realizabion of coming af not “” 

detected prostate troublee When Hr. Siegel phoned me ne referred Hypertension, which no 
doctor has ever montioned to me in any degree. i believe Imowing that there is no somatic 
condition of which I have not beeniinformed would be helpful to nee . 

When I an informed of the time of our meeting I would apnreciate knowing whether the 

time of my annual physical is near, as 1 think it may be. i have hac recent. recurrences of 

previously-reported diz-iness. I am.avare that this may not be somatic in origin. How ver, 
it lingers, and I do not want to burden Dr. Tumer or any.other doctor with an unnecessary 
Visit. 

Sincerely, 

Harolé Yeisberg 

 


